Urban agglomeration and the rise of megacities is one of the most significant geopolitical phenomena of our time. The current figures, in particular in the Global South, are mind-boggling; rising urban poverty, extreme density, failing infrastructure, and political underrepresentation abound. Forecasts for 2030 or 2050, let alone for 2100, are near-dystopian. This trend poses considerable challenges to modern spatial governance and to the theory and practice of constitutional democracy more generally. Strikingly, while it is appreciated by geographers, economists, and political theorists, the urbanization trend is largely overlooked by jurists and constitutional thinkers. The gap is even more glaring when it comes to comparative constitutionalism. Despite the tremendous renaissance of comparative constitutional law, very few comparative studies trace the origins of constitutional innovation and stalemate with respect to city/state relations. In fact, the metropolis is virtually non-existent in comparative constitutional law, constitutional design, or constitutional thought. This lecture, based on Professor Hirschl’s forthcoming book City, State: Comparative Constitutionalism and the Megacity (Oxford University Press, 2020), will address these scholarly lacunae as it explores the challenges posed to the theory and practice of constitutional democracy in what has been hailed as the “century of the city.”
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